Although the Newsletter has carred several articles dealing with the various operations of specific archives (The Roper Center, NORC, etc.), the organizations reviewed were establishments devoted primarily to providing archival and library services. Many of the members of lASSIST, in contrast, work alone or with limited assistance, within the context of an academic (or other) department. The article which follows was first presented at the 1979 lASSIST Annual meeting in Ottawa and is a description of the way in which a depar tmentally organized archive is confronting its work . --Ed i tor .
INTRODUCTION
characteristics of the user community and the Michigan State Univer-This paper will deal with the sity computing system plus our problems of information storage and tasks and needs and those of our retrieval associated with a machine user The mode of delivery contact is with researchers, of copies of machine readable data faculty and students, during the files will be discussed as well as period that their work is in promodes of user information storage gress. Through the Pol itometr ics and retrieval.
Laboratory also located within the department, we will either conduct Some subjects germane to the the computer runs or assist the topic, such as cataloging machine users in all aspects of the compureadable data files in a traditer applications. Therefore, we tional library, have been dealt find it necessary to address their with extensively elsewhere and will needs as well as needs of the not be discussed here. While there archive, are generic problems facing the archives that deal with machine The present situation on our readable data files, this paper campus is: will focus on the ones that are central to our users and functions of the archive. Points to be developed and discussed are the 1.
We are the only archive of machine readable data files of cross disciplinary material on the cam- This situation presents computer-oriented researchers with an important cost in personal and professional time just to keep up with the changes. This time is above the time consumed learning to use computers as a research tool. For those who constantly use a computer the information is easily recalled and current. However, most researchers will use computers episodically and the development of our model is partially dictated by the characteristics and needs of this type of user.
Those using a computer must familiarize themselves with some aspects of their use, at least analysis packages such as SPSS.
We would hope to assist such users by enabling them to obtain a data set with a minimal knowledge of tape handling proce-dures, assuming that the data set aspect that we will focus on is his is on tape.
suggestion of a machine readable index of holdings. He details the SSDC method of keeping tape file information on a card image file.
ARCHIVE PROBLEMS
We have already used that method, and found that it was not adequate Several authors have addressed for our needs. The card image file some of the issues of special could be augmented when new files interest to us, with most noting were created for a study, but basicommon problems. White (1974) placed in machine-readable form. Many archival holdings and most The implementation of our system user data sets were on cards and will expand the information on were laboriously carried around available data-sets, and will also with notes and information written archive user library services to on the cards or across the top of the university community.
Our aim the deck.
When data sets were/are is to break the pattern of informastored on tape or disk, a user can tion access noted by White that one no longer visually inspect the data needs personal contacts to gain and an uneasy feeling sets in.
knowledge of data set availability. This is the period that technological change in data storage out-Ferguson (1977) notes the types stripped the means used to document of questions data file users ask of files and studies, library and computing organizations. Their interest is not in This detailing of developmental partitioned responsibility between problems in archiving does not even the library, computer center and begin to confront the enormous task archive, but in the availability, of indexing variables across stuaccess and documentation of data dies.
Since we do not have the files.
resources to deal with these problems, we will move on to those that Grandon (1978) Turtle (1978) also notes that file documentation was deficient in the library at the Tennessee Valley Authority and proposed procedures to improve the existing documentation system. We differ from her in that she states "a computer tape library ... contains only one physical format for information".
A serious problem for our archive and users is that we may have multiple formats for files of one study.
These may include forms usable by a batch-oriented analytic package while the file may also be stored diffecently for on-line terminal use.
file tha dif f icul t by
Carte that is e ence Quan Universit levels of tation pi cate name as each e give our t may be updated is not and a method is suggested r and Roistacker (1976) nforced by the Social Scititative Laboratory at the y of Illinois. However, information and documenus a prohibition of dupli-(a search is conducted ntry point for dups) will users more flexibility.
MODEL
The model that we are developing :
1.
assumes minimal computerassociated knowledge by users.
2.
will be a method for information storage and retrieval of documentation and/or numeric data.
3.
will be a process that This model can be viewed as a multipurpose system that will serve users who: The system will enable archival maintenance and updating of all material, and logging and accounting records of all activities.
After trying approaches previous became obvious that prehensive approach ment of information their associated fi enable us to actua procedures. that would 1 ly simpl ify our eeds the efficia job once, not when using stuan ongoing syst require more than executing Frequently not enough time is spent in designing a system, which leads to implementation problems. We have spent much time, thought, and planning for a model that will serve well in the context within which it is anticipated it will operate.
The development or use of a system such as RIQS (1975) with tutorials would be very helpful to new users, but at the present time it is beyond the scope of the system we will be implementing.
A CAI is under development at our institution, and will be used if suitable to our application.
We plan to develop a simple querying system, not a sophisticated one.
Our interest in a developmental library and in allowing users to create their own libraries comes from working with researchers and classes and attempting to keep track of all the tape and file activity.
As with many aspects of research work, documentation of work in progress is one of our biggest problems.
Although At the on-line querying stage any user will be given the information needed to submit a batch job to obtain a copy of the required data.
Tape numbers and their necessary information (tracks, density, character mode, etc) and file position will not be needed by the user to request a file. File location, whether disc or tape, will be retained in the index and the file retrieved with a simple command followed by pertinent information.
For various policy reasons, the computer laboratory at MSU will not allow a request for a tape mount to be executed when one is on-line at a terminal.
Although it is limiting when one needs a small file, it is not as restrictive as it appears because when one is working with a large data set, batch mode is generally preferred due to both time and cost factors. A twenty character acronym will be the index reference for a study.
Authors, title, subjects, geography, and date are information that will be used for searching and printout.
Read and alter passwords can be set at this level.
The mapping file contains information on the version (edition, set or subset) , and as many as necessary can be established for a study.
This will cover multiple files, updates, etc.
This level will also offer a restriction code if needed. Date, document, and other user information will be held here . 
